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The residential property market currently 

has some incredibly low mortgage rates 

being offered, there is a slowdown in the 

house price growth rate and significant 

rental price growth persists setting new 

records. These themes have dominated the 

UK property market over the last month. 

Find out more about these trends in this 

month’s property market report. 

The UK HPI is based on completed 

housing transactions. Typically, a 

house purchase can take 6 to 8 weeks 

to reach completion. Therefore, the 

price data feeding into the June 2021 

UK HPI will reflect sales agreed in April 

2021. 

 Record house prices mean the average UK home will jump by 30% over 

the next decade to hit £323,718, according to forecasts by 

Comparethemarket.com. 

 The average UK home rose at its fastest monthly rate since 2007 in 

September, increasing by 1.7% to a record £267,587 and by 7.4% year 

on year, according to the latest Halifax House Price Index. 

 English councils will be handed almost £58m to build 5,600 homes on 

brownfield sites for sale to young people and families, the govt says. 

 Last year the country built 244,000 new homes – the highest number 

of new homes for over 30 years. 
OTHER NEWS 

UK HOUSE PRICE INDEX 

As of July 2021 

Average price,   UK: £255k 
                     London: £495k 
 

Annual change,  UK: 8.0%  
                     London: 2.2% 
 

Monthly change,UK: (3.7)%  
                      London: (2.0)% 

The Halifax House Price Index is the 

UK's longest running monthly house 

price series with data from 1983. The 

Halifax uses its own database of 

approx 300k mortgage approvals per 

annum (c. 25% of all mortgages) as a 

basis for its monthly house price 

reports. As it uses approved loans 

rather than completed deals, data can 

come earlier than the Land Registry. 

RENTAL MARKET 

As of October 2021 

Average price,   UK: £268k 
                      
Annual change,  UK: 7.4%  
                      
Monthly change,UK: 1.7%   
                       

MORTGAGE MARKET 

 There was a 52% rise in BTL sales made to landlords aged between 60 

and 64 in the year to the end of June compared to the same period last 

year, following the introduction of the stamp duty holiday last summer. 

This rise was more than any other age bracket. 

 Mortgage product choice has improved for the 12th consecutive 

month with a further 127 deals added. Although product numbers 

remain slightly below pre-pandemic levels of 5,222 in March 2020, the 

number of deals has more than doubled compared to a year ago. 

 1 in 5 landlords use a credit card or other short-term debt to refurbish 

their properties, according to Shawbrook Bank. 

TRANSACTION NUMBERS 

The number of transactions 

completing is an interesting metric to 

track over time. Although transactions 

involving the creation of a new 

register, such as new builds, are more 

complex and require more time to 

process. 

As of August 2021 

Number of residential 
transactions,       UK: 98.3k 
 

Annual change,  UK: 21%  
 

Monthly change,UK: 32% 

HALIFAX HPI 

Source - HomeLet: “UK rents are up by 

9.7% on pre-pandemic levels (2019), 

but most of the increases have 

happened this year. At first, we saw 

rents outside London surge whilst prices 

in the capital dipped, but we’re now 

seeing rents in London rise much more 

rapidly, fuelling the record rental levels 

we see across the country”. 

As of September 2021 

Average rent,      UK: £1,061 
                      London: £1,752 
 

Annual change,   UK: 7.5% 
                      London: 6.4%  
 
 

Rent / income,   UK: 30% 
                     London: 33% 
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This Newsletter references the latest official 

figures where possible, as of the 

Newsletter’s publication date. In some 

cases, there is a significant lag in reporting 

from data providers largely due to the 

nature of how the data is collected. 

Activity levels in the UK property market are 

remaining robust. Many city centres saw 

double digit rental price growth in the third 

quarter of 2021, based on Rightmove data. 

Average mortgage rates have continued to 

fall month-on-month, but with experts 

suggesting the Bank of England base rate 

may rise next year, borrowers coming to the 

end of their current fixed rate deal, or on 

their lender’s standard variable rate (SVR), 

should maybe look into locking new deal in 

now.  

Buy-to-let purchases made by older 

landlords nearing retirement jumped by 

more than half, indicating an interesting new 

trend 

Overall, the latest data shows continued 

strong performance in many parts of the UK 

residential property sector. 
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